
Output: Things that use up your energy (work, being a mom, etc...)

Fake Input: Things that feel good in the moment but really drain
your energy more (binging Netflix, scrolling on social media, drinking

etc...)

Real Input: The things you do that replenish your energy (exercise,
reading, vacation, being a mom etc...) 

Examples:

 

 

4. If the event happens daily you take the number you rated it by and
multiply it by 7, if the event happens weekly you do nothing to the number,
and if the event happens monthly you divide the number by 4 

Directions
List activities under each category as they relate to your energy
Output, Fake Input, and Real Input

1.

*topics can be in more than one column if you feel like they take and give you energy in different ways

 2. Label each topic you write down next to it: D (daily), W
(weekly), M (monthly) for how often it occurs

3. Calculate on a scale of 1-10 how much energy this takes from you
or you receive from it based on what column you place it in

**Tip, add all of the Daily values together then multiply by 7.  Add all of the Weekly values and
hold.  Add all Monthly values and then divide by 4.  Total all values together at end. 



What we do from here is totally up to you!  Look back in your Output columns and see
how you may be able to shift how you show up to certain activities in order to reduce

the level of energy and stress you may be putting into your daily routine.
 

Look under the Real Input Column.  Is there anything missing from this column?  Could
you add a massage, vacation, spa day, girls night out, or even a date into your mix that

you may not be currently pursuing.  Think of ways to reduce the gap between your
Output and Real Input. We must recharge our batteries to feel our best!

Directions

5. Do the above for each column.

 

6. Next, add the total of the Output Column and the Fake
Input column to get your true Output total.

7. Subtract this total by the total in your Real Input Column.  This
gives you the difference of where you are not recharging your
battery.  Let this sink it.



Output Fake Input    Real Input


